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ABSTRACT-Welds, shoulders or other asymmetries may 
eliminate one of the shear bands of symmetrically cracked 
parts, giving less ductility than the corresponding symmetric 
specimens and increasing the stiffness requirements for 
stability. Experiments on part-through center cracks in plates 
of 1018 cold finished steel show that the growth displacement 
in the asymmetric case is about half that of the symmetric 
one. Unconstrained plane strain singly grooved asymmetric 
tests of the same material show less ductility by a factor of 
two to three. Expressions for the J integral and the tearing 
modulus in both the asymmetric and symmetric cases are 
found and used to describe the growth resistance. To further 
understand the deformation, a macromechanical model 
represented by sliding off and fracture, based on an idealiza
tion of the underlying physical mechanisms, is applied to the 
test data. 

Introduction 

The strain field for the usual symmetric crack under 
tension is characterized by two shear zones which, in the 
noohardening case, narrow into two slip lines at ±45 deg. 
Asymmetric configurations may arise due to the presence 
of weld beads or shoulders (Fig. 1). In such cases one of 
the shear zones (Fig. 2) is suppressed. A fatigue crack or 
some other defect will tend to advance near the remaining 
active shear band. A study on unconstr~ed singly grooved 
plane strain fully plastic specimens' gave a reduced 
ductility in the asymmetric case, especially with less 
hardening. A method for quantifying and representing the 
ductility was also suggested. I 

Near the tip of the growing crack, strain hardening will 
cause the deformation field to fan out. A shear band 
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characterization of mixed mode I and II fully plastic 
crack growth by combined fracture on one plane and 
sliding off along two others (simulating the finite-width 
effect of the shear zone) gave a description of ductile 
crack gr wth for both the asymmetric and symmetric 
configurations. 2 

In general, nonhardening rigid-plastic-flow fields have 
shown that with an asymmetric configuration there may 
be discontinuities in the displacements across the rigid
elastic boundary.] The strain concentrations may be 
correspondingly higher, promoting fracture. One thus 
would like to ensure that the ductility of the material 
which one would expect from usual tests is actually 
available. It is the objective of this paper to examine the 
ductility of part-through asymmetric cracks in plates by 
reporting the results of some experiments in both asym
metric and symmetric configurations. 

Analytical Background 

For two-dimensional problems of materials governed by 
nonlinear elasticity and deformation-plasticity theory, the 
J integral is defined as· 

- auJ = Jr W dy - T. ax ds (1) 

where r = contour surrounding the crack tip, T = trac
tion vector along the contour, U = displacement vector 
on the contour, and W = strain-energy density on the 
contour. The x-y c ordinate ystem is such that the crack 
is parallel to the x axis. In the following we shall evaluate 
the J integral from far-field quantities for the symmetric 
and asymmetric case. 

Consider a line-integration contour in a single-edge 
notched specimen as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b). Along 
the vertical segments 12, 34, which are free surfaces, the 
second term of the integrand vanishes because T = O. 
Along the grips (outer boundaries) the displacement uis 
assumed constant so 



(2) 

Thus the second term of the J integral expression vanishes 
everywhere. For rigid nonhardening plasticity the work W 
also vanishes except where the shear band cuts the surface. 
There, it is given in terms of the shear strength k and 
shear strain "{ by 

W = k"{ (3) 

For a relative displacement u, across a shear band of 
width Of, 

"( = 
Us 

(4)ot 

Fig. 1-An asymmetric crack near a 
weld bead 

x 

For the asymmetric case, depicted in Fig. 2(a), we have a 
singie shear band at an angie Os from the transverse. For 
this case, a macromechanical model for crack advance 
has been developed in Ref. 5 and this will be helpful in 
defining the quantities needed for evaluating the J integral. 
As shown in Fig. 3(a), cracking to the new site occurs at 
an angle 0o , smaller than 9.. followed by sliding off. 
When the process is repeated, the upper surface consists 
entirely of 'cracked' material, whereas the lower surface 
consists of a mixture of sheared-off and cracked material. 
The crack is assumed to grow by an amount duo cos 00 

due to cracking and then by an amount dus cos O. due to 
slipping along the plane, making an angie Os with the 
transverse. (At the same time the back surface opposite 
the groove will be drawn in by an amount equal to the 
slipping one.) The direction of crack growth is denoted 
by OJ [Fig. 2(a)] and is defined from the angles and 
amounts of slipping and cracking.' Therefore, the axial 
extension is from Fig. 3(a): 

u. u =--
• sin Os 

(5) 

The band thickness is from Fig. 2(a): 

(6) 

Using the above, we obtain 

J a•ym = W6y = . 0 ku. (7)
SIn sCos (Os-OJ) 

For the symmetric case [Fig. 3(b»), the crack in both its 
upper and lower flanks is assumed to grow by an amount 
dx. due to cracking along the transverse direction, and 
then by an amount dx. due to slipping along the plane 
making an angie Os with the transverse. The axial extension 
in this case is found from Fig. 3(b), 

~ ~ 
Fig. 2-Contour for the evaluation of the J integral; (a) for the asymmetric case and (b) for the 
symmetric case 
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u. = 2uJ sin eJ (8) Test Procedure 

Now the thickness of each band is from Fig. 2(b), 

o{ = oy cos eJ (9) 

Thus, by substituting in eq (1), 

2ku. 
J.ym = 2 W oy =--- (10)

sin 2eJ 

Now having obtained the expressions of the J integral 
in terms of the axial displacement, we can find expres
sions for the tearing modulus of Paris et al.· in terms of 
the axial displacement per unit crack advance, du./de, 
which measures the crack-growth ductility. The tearing 
modulus is defined in terms of the yield or tensile strength 
ao, the modulus E and the J integral by 

(11) 

Use ao = T.S. = k .j3-, to get 

E 1 duo 

-J3 (T.S.) sin eJ cos (eJ - e,) de 
(12) 

and for the symmetric case 

E 2 duo
T = ---==---- --- -- (13) 

.ym -J3 (T.S.) sin 2eJ de 

For growth along the shear band in the asymmetric case 
(e, = eJ) and for shear band orientations at 45 deg in 
both cases, the expression for the tearing modulus in the 
symmetric case has a .J2 factor over that of the asym
metric case; but for growth along the transverse in the 
asymmetric case the expressions for the tearing modulus 
would be the same. The axial displacement per unit crack 
advance is also related to the crack-opening angle, eOA, I 
the two quantities being in general proportional for small 
crack-opening angles. It should be noted that single
parameter measures of ductile crack propagation, for 
example, eOA, can apply only if they are referred to 
crack extension in a certain mode and configuration, 
such as the present constrained asymmetric mode. Test 
results that follow wiJI show that the ductility measures of 
other configurations such as the unconstrained or sym
metric cases of the same material are modestly different. 
A complete discussion of this subject can be found in 
Ref. I. 

TABLE 1-TEST RESULTS 

Crack 
Crack Growth Displacement Direction 

opening Displacement Vector from from 
angle, w u./~ Transverse 11 Transverse 0, 

Asymmetric 6 deg 0.234 67 deg 39 deg
 
Symmetric 36 deg 0.470 (~90 deg) 2 deg
 

Tearing Modulus, T [see eqs (12) and (13)] 

Asymmetric 66.3 
Symmetric 187.2 

Tests were performed on plates with par1-through cracks 
of 1018 cold finished steel with mechanical properties 
derived from tensile tests on I-in. gage length, O.25-in. 
diameter specimens as follows: yield strength 586 MN/m', 
tensile strength 600 MN/m', hardness 187 Kgf/mlJl', 
reduction in area 49 percent. The specimens were machined 
from 21-in. x 3.5-in. x O.5-in. plates as shown in Figs. 
4(a) and (b). A 45-deg groove was introduced for a third 
of the net thickness and half plate width in both geom
etries. In the asymmetric specimens, the asymmetry i~ 

introduced with a shoulder; the ratio of the shoulder to 
net ligament is one to three. 

After testing in tensile loading until complete separa
tion (grips displaced in the axial direction), the topo
graphies of the fracture surfaces were plotted using a 
metallurgical microscope with a traveling stage whose 
coordinates are recorded with two linear potentiometers. 
The microscope plots can be used to obtain the geometry 
of the fracture': lower and upper flan-k angles e, and e., 
respectively, displacement vector (magnitude of the axial 
displacement u. and orientation of the displacement 
vector from transverse 1/», crack-opening angle, w, lower 
and upper flank lengths £" f,., respectively. 

Results and Discussion 

For the tests performed, the fracture-surface profiles 
are shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b). Results are summarized 
in Table I. Noteworthy is the small (about 6-deg) crack

<a) 

(b) 

Fig. 3-Macromechanical model of crack advance by 
slipping and fracture; (a) in the asymmetric case and 
(b) in the symrPetric case 
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opening angle of the asymmetric case as opposed to the 
large crack-opening angle (about 36 deg) of the symmetric 
one. The crack-growth ductility, defined in Ref. 1 as the 
minimum displacement per unit ligament reduction, is 
about twice the crack-opening angle in the asymmetric 
case and about the crack-opening angle itself in the 

il7 
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_ c--------" J 

I 
12.7 

I' '\889 

DLC =-=r
 
483,,,"~~l £ ~ 

25.4 22~44.5. --+22.--T
-i}ir=:=J


Fig. 4(a)-The asymmetric part-through crack specimen 

L I~r,----_--_-_------->="------.JI 
bi4I·----- 889 -----..1 

9.5.3 

Fig. 4(b)-The symmetric part-through crack specimen 

symmetric case. The growth displacement can be found 
from the fracture-surface profiles. The normalized axial 
displacement during crack growth, u.If", is about two 
times larger in the symmetric than the asymmetric case. 
The total displacement vector is at about c/> = 67 deg 
from the transverse indicating a large Mode I component 
in the local plastic flow; this value is also larger than the 
one for unconstrained singly grooved tests. I The crack 
direction is itself less than 45 degrees by 6 degrees, in
dicating the effect of higher triaxiality on one side. While 
the symmetric cracks were stable, in the asymmetric 
specimens the crack was only initially stable. In one of the 
asymmetric specimens, the shear instability was followed 
by cleavage (identified by the characteristic visual shiny 
appearance), even at room temperature. 

The tearing modulus was found by using eqs (12) and 
(13) and approximating du./de = 1I.1f,,_ We also used a 
modulus of E = 207,000 MN/m' for the steel and T.S. = 
600 MN/m' and assumed shear bands at O. = 45 deg. 
Data for the tearing modulus are shown in Table 1; the 
value for the symmetric specimen being about three times 

1018 CF Steel 

Asyrnrnetric part-through crack 
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Fig. 5(a)-Fracture surface profile for the asymmetric 
part-through crack 
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Fig. 5(b)-Fracture surface profile for the symmetric 
part-through crack 
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that for the asymmetric one underlines the reduction in 
crack-growth resistance encountered in the asymmetric 
case. 

To provide a better physical basis for interpreting the 
test data, the fully plastic crack growth in such asymmetric 
and symmetric specimens was characterized by the direc
tions and amounts of fracture and slip on three planes.' 
In particular, the model assumes in the general mixed 
mode 1 and II case, sliding off along two slip planes and 
fracture on a third and gives the physical variables (shear 
and cracking directions, relative amounts of cracking and 
shearing) in terms of the observable quantities of the 
macroscopic fracture (flank angles, flank lengths, back 
angle). 

Specifically, assume cycles of sliding off on an upper 
slip plane at f)"" through a distance 5., then on a lower at 
f).1 through 5, and finally fracture at f)e over a distance f 
The limiting Mode I case with two symmetric slip planes 
corresponds to f),u = - f)'I' f)J = 0 deg, s. = 5" and the 
limiting Mode II single-slip plane case corresponds to 51 = 
O. Thus, there are five independent physical variables: the 
slip and fracture angles, f),u, f),1> f)e, and the cracking ratio 
X = f 1s. and the shearing ratio ~ = s, Is.. Ob~ervable 

quantities that allow solving for the physical variables are 

TABLE 2-PAAT-THROUGH ASYMMETRIC AND 
SYMMETRIC CRACKS 

Alloy 1018 cold finished steel 

Observations Asymmetric Symmetric 

Length ratio, £,.1 f." for the upper flank 

0.830 0.700 

Length ratio, i,l f." for the lower flank 

0.930 0.700 
Upper-flank angle, 0. 36 deg -16 deg 
Lower-flank angle, 0, 42 deg 20 deg 
Upper-back angle, (3. 15 deg 16 deg 

Corresponding slip and fracture parameters 

Lower-slip angle, 0., -19 deg -34 deg 
Upper·sllp angle, 0.. 51 deg 40 deg 
Cracking angle, Oe 40 deg 0.2deg 
Cracking ratio, x 3.64 1.02 
ShearIng ratio, ~ 0.27 0.92 

Dependent Variables 

Crack·growth ductility, D. = u.lf., 

Deduced 0.234 0.456 
Load-ext 0.470 

Apparent crack ductility on upper flank, DAC ,. 

(deduced from the model) 

0.041 0.472 

Apparent crack ductility on lower flank, DAC,e 

(deduced from the model) 

0.213 0.495 

Upper shear band strain, 'Y. (deduced) 

1.015 0.649 

Lower shear band strain, 'Y' (deduced) 

-0.068 -0.601 

the flan angles, f)" 8., the flank lengths normalized with 
the initial ligament, i,J eo, e,l eo, and th back angle, (3., 
defmed as the angle the deformed back surface makes to 
the load axis. This wo slip plane model accounts for the 
presence of a Mode I component in the asymmetric case. 
There are five equations that connect the observable 
quantities with the physical variables and a direct solution 
can be found' for the lalter ones. Notice that the ob
servable quantities" needed are obtained from the fracture
surface profIles [see Figs. 5(a) and (b)]. 

Applying this kind of analysis to the test data for the 
part-through cracks in plates gives the results in Table 2. 
The shearing ratio ~ = 5,15. in the asymmetric case 
indicates that shearing in the upper slip band s. (produc
ing the lower flank) is about four times that in the lower 
slip band 5, (producing the upper flank)_ The cracking 
ratio X, on the other hand, is a measure of the relative 
amount of fracture and sliding off and is larger for the 
asymmetric case, indicating less sliding off and hence a 
less ductile configuration, The deduced crack-growth 
ductility D. = u.1 f., is very close to the one obtained 
from the load-extension curves of the symmetric tests (the 
instability prevented obtaining a value from load-extension 
curves for the asymmetric case). Its value for the asym
metric case is larger than tbe one from unconstrained 
singly grooved plane strain tests of th'e same material. I 

ConclusIon 

Focusing of the deformation in asymmetric fully plastic 
configurations may result in a low r ductility. Experiments 
on asymmetric part-through center cracks in plates of 
1018 cold finished steel sbow a reduction in the overall 
deformation to fracture by about a factor of two relative 
to that of the usual symmetric case. Moreover, the 
ductility of the asymmetric case is two to three times the 
corresponding one from unconstrained singly grooved 
plane-strain asymmetric tests of the same material, The 
crack-growth resistance is quantified by deriving approp
riate expressions for the J integral and the tearing modulus 
in both the asymmetric and symmetric cases, 
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